
  Financial modelling and analysis is our business and this is the only 
kind of training we offer.

  Build in-house modelling and analysis skills with Digit training
  Our training teaches participants to develop accurate, flexible, transparent and professionally presented 

financial models. 

  All our training aims to:
 • increase effectiveness – producing more flexible and insightful analysis
 • increase efficiency – reducing the time it takes to produce analysis
 • reduce errors – by following robust structuring, design and construction techniques

	 	Professional	financial	modelling	training

  Financial Modelling for Mining 

  This course has been designed for professionals who are responsible for the appraisal, development, 
management or analysis of mining projects. 

  This hands-on course covers all key aspects of financial modelling for mining analysis. It focuses on 
developing a mine evaluation model suitable for senior management, external parties and financiers. With 
our structured approach, you will learn how to develop more effective and robust models, in less time and 
with greater accuracy and transparency. You will build your skills with practical exercises and example files, 
and will take away a comprehensive course book.

	 	 Why	would	I	choose	this	course?
 • Learn to develop financial models in a controlled, structured and 

transparent manner

 • Learn and apply best practice modelling principles and techniques

 • Learn about developing models specifically for mining projects

 • Learn more about what Excel can do for you, as well as useful 
keyboard shortcuts

 • Flexibly model mine development expenditure

 • Learn how to robustly model debt and understand debt  
coverage ratios

 • Learn how to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of models 
whilst reducing errors

 • Use a scenario manager and sensitivity analysis to understand risk

  Who	should	attend?
 • Project, transaction and investment analysts

 • Finance managers and financial controllers

 • Commercial managers

 • Strategic and business planners and forecasters

 • Investment bankers

 • Transaction advisers

	 	 What	skills	do	I	need	to	do	the	course?
 • Intermediate Excel skills

 • An understanding of basic financial terminology 
(depreciation, capital expenditure, interest)

 • One – five years of relevant work experience



  Planning
  Learn how to apply a managed model  

development process:
 • Define the aims of a financial model
 • Incorporate stakeholders’ requirements into  

financial models 
 • Learn why it’s essential to follow a defined model 

development process
 • Understand the six stages of model development 
 • Define model outputs and design a summary dashboard

  Best practice 
  Use best-practice standards in your financial models:
 • Find out what ‘best practice’ is and why it is important
 • Learn the 10 golden rules for best-practice modelling 

  Model construction
  Professional and efficient set-up for model construction:
 • Learn file management and naming conventions
 • Learn custom number and date formats, conditional 

formatting and how to save styles
 • Modify the colour palette and integrate corporate colours
 • Develop a template sheet and timeline
 • Schedule events using timing flags
 • Integrate financial statements
 • Implement model checks

  Operations calculations
  Develop operations calculations:
 • Develop operations calculations, considerations  

and logic structure
 • Model ROM volumes, waste and saleable product
 • Incorporate processing and transportation volume 

constraints and stockpiling
 • Include multiple commodities price paths and hedging 

arrangements
 • Apply indexations and escalations
 • Develop flexible cost driver expenditure calculations  

and unit cost analysis
 • Model working capital and the cash flow implications
 • Use control accounts for accurate and efficient  

model construction

  Mine development/capital expenditure  
and depreciation

  Create flexible CAPEX profiles:
 • Create flexible development profiles
 • Analyse the impacts of delays, overspends  

and phasing changes
 • Apply various depreciation methodologies
 • Understand how to model depreciation efficiently

  Capital structure and financing
  Efficient modelling of debt facilities and ratios:
 • Model refinancing a construction debt facility
 • Model debt facilities – interest and multiple principal 

payment mechanisms
 • Model flexible timings, interest only periods,  

commitment fees
 • Understand the theory and modelling of debt coverage 

ratios (DCRs)

  Royalties and tax
  Incorporating royalties and simplistic tax:
 • Model royalties mechanisms
 • Understand and model simplistic tax

  Scenarios and sensitivities
  Scenario and sensitivity development and management:
 • Learn how to develop a scenario manager
 • Define and run sensitivity tests 
 • Use data tables to assist with multi-scenario and sensitivity 

presentation

  Testing and handover
  Ensure quality, reduce errors and manage risk:
 • Learn quality control techniques, including final testing and 

peer review
 • Manage handover and issuing models to third parties
 • Learn about including disclaimers in models

  Project valuation and investment  
appraisal measures

  Options for investment appraisal analysis  
and their application:

 • Calculate project value and internal rate of return 
 • Learn the Excel functions for investment analysis and the 

functions’ potential pitfalls
 • Determine discount rates and WACC
 • Find out other options for investment appraisal analysis 

and their application
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  Each Digit trainer is an industry professional with over 14 years  
of professional modelling experience in investment banking,  
consulting and/or industry. 

The presentation materials were clear and concise. They are easy to follow 
and will be a useful future reference.

Analyst – Standard Chartered PLC



  Planning 
  Applying a managed model development process, including 

why it’s essential to follow a defined development process 
approach when building financial models or analysis 

  Best practice 
  Using best-practice standards in financial models

  Model construction
  Creating professional and efficient model set-up for 

construction, using a template approach and integrating 
corporate styles and colour palette.

  Flexible forecasts
  Developing flexible forecasts using a scenario manager to 

create scalable and flexible forecasts, including incorporating 
and applying sensitivity analysis, escalations and indexation 

  Data analysis 
  Analysing and manipulating data using pivot tables, including 

linking them to management dashboards

  Data processing 
  Applying data processing and analysis techniques, including 

data mapping 

  Management reports
  Increasing effectiveness with management reports  

and dashboards 

  Advanced charting
  Creating powerful and accurate visual material

  Testing and handover
  Ensuring quality, reducing errors and managing risk

  Planning 
  The development of financial models in a controlled, 

structured and transparent way, including stakeholders’ 
requirements, defining model outputs and designing a 
summary dashboard

  Best practice 
  Learning and applying best-practice modelling principles  

and techniques

  Model construction
  Creating professional and efficient model construction set-up 

for project appraisal and investment decision-making

  Operations calculations
  Developing and managing operations calculations, 

considerations and logic structure, including modelling 
working capital and the cash flow implications

  Capital expenditure and depreciation
  Creating flexible CAPEX profiles including managing finances during 

construction and analysing the impacts of delays, overspends and 
phasing changes and modelling depreciation efficiently

  Capital structure and financing
  Efficiently modelling debt facilities and ratios, including 

flexible timing, reserve accounts and lockups

  Tax
  Considering and modelling for tax, including handling timing 

differences and modelling carried-forward tax losses

  Scenarios and sensitivities
  Using a scenario manager and sensitivity analysis to 

understand risk

  Testing and handover
  Ensuring quality, reducing errors and managing risk

  Valuation
  Applying methodologies, techniques and application of 

valuation, including an introduction to the CAPM model and 
assessment of business risks

  Investment appraisal measures
  Understanding the options for investment appraisal analysis 

and their application, including calculating project and equity 
values, internal rates of return (IRR), yields and payback periods

	 	 Financial	Modelling	and	Analysis	
Masterclass	–	2	days

 	 Fundamentals	of	Financial	
Modelling	and	Valuations	–	2	days

  The Financial Modelling and Analysis Masterclass has 
been designed for business and corporate analysts who 
wish to develop their data analysis, forecasting, charting 
and data presentation skills. This hands-on two-day 
course includes developing a multi-divisional forecasting 
and reporting model. 

  Fundamentals of Financial Modelling and Valuations has 
been designed for investment analysts in banking, funds 
or corporate business. Those who develop cashflow and 
valuations models for investment decisions and 
transactions can learn to develop more effective and 
robust models, in less time and with greater accuracy 
and transparency.
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Presenter is skilful and is knowledgeable in his area of expertise. Explanations 
were clear and to the point.

Analyst – Royal Bank of Canada

Find out more about these courses  
and Digit’s other services at digitadvisory.com

  More Digit courses



  We are up to date with industry best practice and trends because we 
work in the real world, developing complex financial models  
for our clients daily.
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Overall, a very well presented and practical course which will provide some 
significant benefits for our organisation. 

Commercial manager – Capral Ltd

  The proven quality of Digit’s training

  We believe our training is the best in the industry.

 • 100% of those who have attended our training in 2011 
agreed that it would increase their effectiveness and help 
reduce errors.

 • They also say that Digit training will, on average, save them 
an expected 20 – 30% of their analysis development time.

  Source – Digit candidate feedback during 2011

  Digit’s successful training approach

  All our training programmes are designed to meet the 
needs of all learning styles and are:

 • Practical – we only teach techniques and processes that 
will be used on a daily basis

 • Structured – theory is reinforced with practical exercises 
and examples

 • Hands on – learning is put into practice with practical 
exercises to build skills

 • Interactive – we encourage discussion and questions.

  More Digit services

  Custom consultancy services for 
well-informed decisions

  Digit also offers consultancy services and are experts in 
financial modelling and analysis for:

 • Project finance

 • Corporate finance and restructuring

 • Cash flow forecasting and business planning

 • Mergers and acquisitions

 • Structured finance and leasing

 • Valuations modelling

  • Excel automation

  In-house and group courses

  We can deliver any of our courses anywhere in the world. 
The in-house option is ideal for teams of six or more. The 
benefits to your business of Digit in-house training include:

 • Customised content – we can tailor the agenda to suit your 
exact needs and even incorporate data from your business 
into the practical exercises.

 • Locally hosted – we travel to you and present either locally 
or at your premises, reducing the time you spend out of 
the office.

 • Group size – as in-house courses are often smaller groups, 
there is even more one-on-one time with the trainer.

 • Costs saving – an in-house course is delivered for a fixed 
fee regardless of the number attending, and you benefit 
from added savings on travel, accommodation and time.



 We deliver training in over 13 locations, in 11 countries 
and can also come to you, wherever you are.   

Location 2 Days Currency

Australia* 3,200 AUD

New Zealand 4,200 NZD

Canada 3,400 CAD

UK  2,100 GBP

Euros 2,500 EUR

US & Other  3,200 USD

*GST	of	10%	will	be	charged	to	Australian-based	entities

Contact us
Contact John Stroud on john.stroud@digitadvisory.com or +61 2 8006 1728 to talk about 
any of Digit’s training and consultancy services. Our website is www.digitadvisory.com

Location Dates Course

Dubai See website          Financial Modelling For Mining

Perth See website          Financial Modelling For Mining

Sydney See website         Financial Modelling For Mining

Singapore See website         Financial Modelling For Mining

Melbourne See website          Financial Modelling For Mining

Sydney See website          Financial Modelling For Mining

Perth See website          Financial Modelling For Mining

Brisbane See website        Financial Modelling For Mining

See	www.digitadvisory.com	for	full	course	listings
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Early booking discounts 

Receive a 15 per cent discount for booking and paying  
more than eight weeks in advance.

Group discounts 

For group bookings each additional delegate after 
the first receives a 20 per cent discount.

The maximum combined discount per person  
(early booking and group discount) is 25 per cent.

Course locations

Course fees

Every course participant receives a comprehensive training manual and example model for each course.



Title First name Family name Job title Telephone Email

  Four ways to register or to get more information

  1. Web form:   

  2. Email:    

  3. Telephone     

  4. Post this form to:   
     
    

 

  Participants

  Company

  Organisation name  _____________________________________________________     Industry  ___________________________________________________

  Address  __________________________________________________________________    Country  ___________________________________________________

  Payment

  Bank transfer  c   Visa  c   American Express  c   Mastercard  c

  Card number  c c c c  c c c c  c c c c  c c c c   Expiry  c c / c c c c 

  Card holder’s name  ___________________________________________   Card holder’s signature  ____________________________________________

  Invoice contact name  _________________________________________   Invoice contact telephone  ____________________________________________

  Invoice contact email  _______________________________________________________________

  I understand and accept the registration terms and conditions

  Date  ________________________________________________________________    Signature  _____________________________________________________________

  Cancellations and refunds

  A full refund, less an administration fee of 15% of the full course fee, will be given for cancellations up to 30 working days before the start date of the course.  
Cancellations must be made in writing (email or post) and reach our offices before the deadline. Delegates who cancel less than 30 working days before the event,  
or who don’t attend, are liable for the full course fee and will not receive any refund. However a replacement person may attend or you may transfer to another  
course for which you will receive a voucher, valid for one year, for 75% of the course fee paid. Digit Advisory reserves the right to the final decision.

www.digitadvisory.com/contact-us.html 

training@digitadvisory.com

+61 2 8006 1728

Digit Advisory Pty Ltd,  
Level 9, 17-19 Bridge Street,  

Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia

  Course details

  Course name  _____________________________________

  Course location  __________________________________

  Course dates  _____________________________________

  Register now to save more 5




